The behavior of sand is characterized by dilatancy, an increase in overall volume as particles move over each other when the sand assembly is subjected to shear stresses. A stress-dilatancy model for sand in the cyclic loading regime, taking into account microstructural changes, is presented. The model is subsequently integrated into a constitutive model based on hypoplasticity so as to accurately calculate volume changes induced by fabric and dilatancy changes during cyclic loading. Furthermore, it is assumed that fabric evolution is a function of the ratio of deviatoric to mean principal stress. Some numerical examples that capture the effect of fabric changes on the drained cyclic behavior of sand are presented. Among others, it is found that initial fabric can drastically alter both the dilatancy response and net volume change at shakedown conditions even though the initial void ratio and confining pressure are kept unchanged. The void ratio here is defined as the volume of voids to that of solids.
INTRODUCTION
Most studies of cyclic behavior of sand have mainly focused on liquefaction aspects related to the escalation of pore fluid pressures during an earthquake event. However, cyclic behavior in drained conditions has not attracted as much interest despite its relevance to soil-structure interaction problems. A pertinent example is the integral bridge problem in which the abutment imparts a slow cyclic loading resulting from thermal contraction or expansion of the superstructure onto the granular soil backfill (England et al. 1997) . In fact, this class of problem presents very interesting behavioral characteristics of sand in which volume changes together with fabric evolution very much control both the stiffness and stability of the granular soil over loading cycles that may be either stress or strain imposed.
At small strain amplitudes, the spatial grain arrangement reorganizes itself cycle-by-cycle striving to make contacts align with the direction of major principal stresses. During the course of fabric rearrangement, the sand densifies with an increased stiffness that makes it capable of supporting higher stresses than ever before. In some cases, there may be so much fabric built up that the sand appears to behave like an elastic material with a very stiff response, as reported by England and Tsang (1996) . At any time this pseudoelasticity can be destroyed if the direction of principal stresses is reversed and oriented in an unfavorable direction with respect to contact normals.
If on the other hand, if large enough strain cycles are imposed on a dense sand, an overall increase in volume known as dilatancy is observed as grains override each other against confining stresses in an attempt to sustain deformations. Hence, the bulk material loses its stiffness with an accompanying decrease in stresses, which it can support, and thus becomes unstable. However, there may also exist a scenario in which the density of the sand swings from dense to loose during the cycles so that it ultimately reaches a condition of shakedown when dilation and densification within a loop are equal and the sand flows like a fluid.
The present paper is a timely effort to elucidate all the above 1 Assoc. Prof., Dept. of Civ. Engrg., Univ. of Calgary, AB, Canada T2N 1N4. E-mail: wan@ucalgary.ca issues within a constitutive framework with both stress dilatancy and fabric being the focal point. The most popular description of dilatancy is due to Rowe (1962) , who related the dilatancy rate to applied principal stress ratio that caused it in terms of interparticle friction angle. However, the influence of fabric, void ratio, stress level, and their evolution during shearing were not adequately addressed. The importance of void ratio and stress level considerations have been discussed in Gudehus (1996) , Bauer and Wu (1993) , and Wan and Guo (1999a) . As far as fabric and its relation to dilatancy are concerned, there has been various conceptual work based on contact normal distribution analysis (Oda 1972 (Oda , 1974 Matsuoka and Takeda 1980; Nemat-Nasser 1980) and internal constraint (Goddard and Bashir 1990) .
In this paper the authors propose an approach based on micromechanical analysis in which stress and strain are related to their microscopic counterparts, i.e., particle contact force and relative displacement, respectively. By writing the energy dissipated in both micro-and macroscales with provisions made for slipping contact evolution, one arrives at a stressdilatancy relationship with embedded microstructural features. This provides the basis for modeling the cyclic behavior of sand with reference to dilatancy and fabric evolution. To illustrate the capabilities of the model, most of the salient behavioral characteristics of sand in cyclic drained loading will be reproduced.
DILATANCY CHANGES IN CYCLIC LOADING
One of the most revealing test results that illustrate the evolution of dilatancy during cyclic triaxial loading is given by Pradhan et al. (1989) for Toyoura sand. Cyclic triaxial loading refers to cyclically increasing or decreasing the axial stress component a on a cylindrical sand specimen subjected to constant confining stresses r , and measuring both axial ε a and radial strains ε r . Experimental results are then analyzed using stress ratio R = a / r , shear strain ␥ = (ε a Ϫ ε r ), and dilatancy factor D = (1 Ϫ with and being increments
of plastic volumetric and major principal plastic strains, respectively. The sign convention adopted for strains is such that a positive value corresponds to compression. Fig. 1 shows stress loops together with stress dilatancy curves as replotted from Pradhan's data using the aforementioned parameters in order to highlight dilatancy changes occurring cycle by cycle. Overall, it is observed that there is no unique stress dilatancy (R-D ) curve as suggested by Rowe (1962) , and dilatancy is manifested even in unloading. During the first loading OA up to a certain imposed stress ratio, the dilatancy curve is initially associated with values of dilatancy factor D <1 describing compaction, which thereafter swings into dilation as D becomes larger than 1. The endpoint A corresponds to the maximum dilatancy rate achieved during the loading. As unloading is initiated, volumetric strains abruptly change from dilation to contraction so that the dilatancy curve experiences a jump (point AЈ). Further unloading with decreasing stress ratio leads to a gradual increase in dilatancy rate so that a maximum value is ultimately reached at point B, where the stress ratio is <1. Reloading begins with another jump in dilatancy rate (point BЈ) from dilation to contraction and follows path BЈC until the imposed stress ratio is reached again. When looking at all cycles, there is a trend for the dilatancy curves to shift toward greater dilatancy rates for both loading and unloading with accompanying stiffening in stress-strain response due to densification and fabric changes. The stiffening occurs with a narrowing of the stress-strain loops confined between the stress ratio limits imposed on the specimen. The intersection of the dilatancy curves with the D = 1 line gives the characteristic (transition from contraction to dilatation) stress state, here, the stress ratio. It is found that during successive reloadings, the characteristic stress ratio drops; in other words, the threshold stress ratio for dilation to occur becomes smaller.
Motivated by these observations, a conceptual model, later confirmed by micromechanical analysis, can be built. Fig. 2 shows typical dilatancy curves for loose and dense sands with expected deviation from the classical Rowe's equation characterized by c v , the friction angle at critical state. Both curves start at different initial contractancy rates, but will finish at the same stress ratio at critical state where the rate of dilatancy is zero, i.e., D = 1. The deviation of the dilatancy curves from Rowe's line can be attributed to evolving state variables such as void ratio, stress level, and fabric among others. The void ratio and stress level dependencies were described in Guo (1998, 1999a) . However, fabric is an issue that has to be dealt with cautiously. More elaborate tools such as micromechanics are needed for its incorporation in a stress dilatancy formulation (Wan and Guo 1999b) .
MICRO-AND MACRORELATIONSHIPS
Consider an ensemble of particles enclosed in a representative elementary volume (REV) of volume V containing N g particles with N c contacts. An abstract representation of the ensemble is a system of contact forces f c , relative displacement vectors ⌬u c , and branch vectors l c connecting centroids of each particle. The objective is to express macrorelationships in terms of microvariables through volume averages.
Strain from Mean Field of Relative Displacements
The kinematics as described by contact relative displacements ⌬u c at each pair of particles is related to the strain field through the projection rule or the principle of mean field value theory (Jenkins and Strack 1993) . More precisely, the local contact relative displacement is obtained by projecting the global strain field in the direction of the branch vector characterizing the bond between the particles, i.e.,
It is clear that by this process that local equilibrium or compatibility conditions are not satisfied.
Stress from Contact Forces
The stress as averaged over the REV, and combined with the condition of local force equilibrium at each particle, can be expressed as
where the symbol ࠘ represents a tensor product. Various ways of deriving (2) can be found in the literature [e.g., Christoffersen et al. (1981) and Chang (1987) ] where virtual work was used. It is possible to obtain microvariables given macroscopic ones via the so-called tracking method, where the contact force is a projection of stress along the branch vector (Chang and Gao 1995; Emeriault and Cambou 1996) . Thus, the inverse relationship in (2) emerges as
where F = fabric tensor that describes the geometrical arrangement of particles. A transformed stress tensor *, which is obtained by factoring fabric into the Cauchy stress tensor , appears in (3). Eqs. (1) and (2) are basic expressions from which mean normal and tangential forces, as well as mean relative normal and tangential displacements, can be readily computed for an ensemble of particles with fabric F.
MICROSTRUCTURE-BASED STRESS-DILATANCY MODEL
Stress dilatancy of a granular assembly is hereby pursued through energy dissipation considerations at grain contacts that slip during macroscopic deformations. As the slips are totally irrecoverable, energy is fully dissipated. If no contact points are generated or lost, the rate of energy dissipation per uniṫ D volume at the microscopic level can be expressed as 
The linkage between micro-and macroscales is established by equating with , the expression of the external (mac-Ḋ W roscopic) work increment per unit volume based on coaxiality of strain increment and stress tensors, i.e.,
where p = mean stress; = volumetric strain increment; anḋ ε v J 2 and = second invariant of deviatoric stress and strain Jε 2 increment tensors, respectively. Thus
The use of stress and incremental strain invariants in (10) is justified since an equivalent isotropic body dissipating the same energy as an anisotropic one is being envisaged. Furthermore, if the evolution of total number of contacts N c per unit volume is assumed to be a function of both shear and volumetric strains {i.e.,
When substituting expressions of and
the Appendix) into (11), and after rearranging terms, one arrives at a dilatancy equation that relates the ratio of volumetric strain rate to deviatoric strain rate, such that
In (12), the terms and g p refer to the influence of
fabric, while , h R , and h R 2 reflect the influence of particle rotation, as explained in the Appendix. The parameter K s defines the ratio of the number of sliding contacts over the s N c total number of contacts N c and therefore can be linked to void ratio. Also, J 2 and are the second deviatoric stress invariants J * 2 of the Cauchy and transformed stress tensors, respectively.
To keep derivations tractable, triaxial stress conditions ( 1 , 2 = 3 ) are considered, but this is by no means a restriction. Also, certain assumptions are made on the functional form of principal variables in (12) that are related to well-known parameters such as critical void ratio e cr and friction angle at critical state cv . For example, the stress ratio can be J /p ͙ 2 expressed in terms of mobilized friction angle m by invoking the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, i.e.,
stress conditions. Also, rotational and sliding parameters such as h R , h R2 , and K s can be related to their final values at critical state where dilatancy rate tends to zero, i.e.,˙ε / J → 0.
With all the foregoing considerations, the simplest form for the fabric-embedded stress-dilatancy equation (Guo 2000) emerges as
with f seen as a characteristic friction angle such that
In (16), note the presence of F 11 and F 33 , which are fabric tensor components in the axial and radial directions, respectively, in a conventional triaxial setting. Fabric is also embedded into the formulation via the transformed shear strain term which is a conventional strain factored with fabric (Guo 2000) . Other parameters X, a, and ␣ are simply material constants. Depending on the relative magnitude of the characteristic friction angle f to the mobilized friction angle m , the dilatancy rate can change sign, as shown in (14). Also,
sands with different fabrics will dilate following minimum energy dissipation at rates commensurate with the level of stress ratio. Another observation is that at small shear strains, the dilatancy rate is essentially controlled by components of the fabric F. Conversely, at large shear strains, the influence of fabric is erased as sin f → sin cv in (16), so that (14) reverts to the original Rowe's stress dilatancy equation. When a granular material is subjected to a combination of shear and normal forces, particles can slide along local planes governed by Coulomb's friction law. It turns out that different sliding planes are mobilized during loading and unloading, and hence the double-sliding concept was introduced (Balendran 
loading and unloading slip planes, respectively. Thus, the same form of dilatancy law can be applied to both loading and unloading with mobilized friction and dilatancy angles solely dependent upon the current deformation state, i.e., plastic strain, void ratio, and fabric. Therefore
with superscripts L and U representing loading and unloading, respectively. The superscript p has been omitted in (17), but it is understood that all strains are plastic. It is the delicate interplay between friction mobilization, fabric development, and void ratio evolution that a dilatancy rate can be computed from (17) for a given state during either loading or unloading. Thus, the shifting of dilatancy curves, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be captured.
CYCLIC HYPOPLASTICITY MODEL
The stress-dilatancy model presented in the previous section has been implemented into a cyclic constitutive model within the framework of hypoplasticity. It is not the intent of this paper to expound on details of the model that can be found in Guo (2000) . Rather, for the sake of brevity, only the main features of the model are outlined. It consists of loading and memory surfaces evolving in the stress space with kinematic hardening. By having a small elastic core that moves with the current stress attached to a loading surface f, hysteretic stressstrain behavior can be modeled. The model is developed in terms of conventional triaxial stress and strain variables, deviatoric stress q = and mean effective stress p. 3J , ͙ 2
Loading Surface and Kinematic Hardening
In p-q space, the loading surface f takes the same form as the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, with the mobilized friction angle m controlling a parameter m and prescribing the shift of the elastic core, i.e.,
where m c describes the expansion of the loading surface. Fig.  3 illustrates the mobilization of friction, loading, and unloading with kinematic hardening. The isotropic hardening parameter m c describes densification and, hence, is controlled by changes in void ratio mainly attributed to dilatancy by way of plastic volumetric changes On the other hand, the trans- at the point of unloading where the mobilized friction is *. The parameter C is a loading index with C = 1 at loading/ reloading and C = Ϫ1 at unloading. Fig. 4 illustrates the mobilization of the friction angle during unloading, as described by (19).
Plastic Potential and Hardening Modulus
In hypoplasticity, the inelastic (plastic) strain increment ṗ is governed by a plastic modulus H, a plastic flow direction m, a loading direction and the outer normal n to the loadinġ , surface f. Thus where ͗ и ͘ refers to MacCauley brackets. The plastic flow direction is calculated from some plastic potential function g = q Ϫ p sin m , with the mobilized dilatancy angle being determined from the stress dilatancy equation, i.e., (17). The plastic modulus H at any instant during deformation history is obtained from the consistency condition = 0, with f being thė f loading surface. The complete derivation of H can be found in Guo (2000) . An important result is that H depends on the distance ␦ e between the current state and the corresponding conjugate state on a so-called bounding surface in p-q-e space. Here the bounding surface is defined as the critical state surface modified with the term (e/e cr ) Ϫ␤ . As such, the bounding surface moves according to the evolution of the void ratio and stress level.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The effect of fabric on undrained response of sand in the monotonic loading regime was successfully reproduced in Wan and Guo (2001) . In this section the drained cyclic behavior of sand is simulated in conventional triaxial stress conditions considering different initial conditions such as void ratio, stress level, and fabric. There is no attempt to reproduce any experimental results, which are almost nonexistent in the literature since it is very difficult-if at all, virtually impossible-to measure fabric in the cyclic loading regime. However, the objective is to demonstrate the ability of the model to reproduce known trends and subtle behavioral characteristics of sand that are difficult to capture using conventional models.
The numerical tests involve varying axial stress a cyclically at constant radial stress r with the possibility of principal stress direction reversals. The material response is then analyzed and discussed in terms of trends in the principal stress ratio ( a / r ) and void ratio e. The microstructure is de- (4)] with principal values F 1 and F 2 = F 3 along principal directions of grain contact normals. Fig. 5 shows the fabric tensor with its principal directions not necessarily coinciding with those of principal stresses. The angle between the principal stress and fabric directions is herein denoted by , whereas the ratio ⍀ = F 1 /F 3 defines the degree of initial anisotropy with ⍀ = 1 corresponding to isotropy. When principal stress directions are reversed, it is more meaningful to use fabric components F a and F r corresponding to axial and radial directions, respectively.
In all numerical examples, material parameters are the same as those determined in Guo (2000) related to Ottawa sand. Also, the determination of material parameters for the model was discussed at length in Wan and Guo (1999a) . An initial void ratio e 0 = 0.65 corresponding to a medium dense sand (e min = 0.52 and e max = 0.74) is selected with different initial principal fabric components F 1 and F 3 . These will evolve with deformation history and are subjected to F 1 ϩ 2F 3 = 3 for normalization purposes. For simplicity, one assumes that the rate of change of fabric is proportional to that of the deviatoric stress ratio, i.e.,Ḟ showing that the fabric tensor strives to realign itself with the stress tensor (Oda et al. 1985) . Also, the fabric evolution described in (21) ensures that all components of the fabric tensor will eventually achieve constant values (Ḟ ij = 0) at the critical state, where stress ratio is constant along with zero ( = 0) ij dilatancy rate and large shear strains. If a deviatoric strainbased fabric evolution law was used, some physical inconsistency would be encountered as fabric would not achieve a stationary value at the critical state, where deviatoric strains are known to accumulate and become very large.
Influence of Fabric Ratio ⍀
Figs. 6-8 show responses of the same medium dense sand with various initial values of ⍀ 0 (degrees of anisotropy) for bedding planes initially horizontal, i.e., 0 = 0Њ. The shear strain (␥ = ε a Ϫ ε r ) is made to vary cyclically within a given strain amplitude, here Ϯ5%. Obviously, the shear strain sign reversals cause abrupt changes in principal stress directions that lead to large modifications in the microstructure. It is found that for the case of ⍀ 0 = 0.857 (i.e., 0.9/1.05), when the fabric is weak in the vertical direction, large volume compaction is obtained reflecting an increase in maximum stress cycle-by-cycle, as shown in Figs. 6(a and b) . the stress dilatancy changes during loading, unloading, and reloading. There is a general shift of so-called energy dissipation lines from left to right as net densification occurs at the end of each cycle. It is interesting to note that the stress ratio at which the zero dilatancy rate occurs decreases, while the maximum stress dilatancy rate increases with the number of cycles due to a combination of progressive densification and fabric evolution. In other words, the threshold stress ratio for dilation to occur can be as low as R = 1.75 due to reorganization of fabric. Fig. 7 shows the case where the sand is initially isotropic (i.e., ⍀ 0 = 1), with the fabric still able to evolve during cyclic loading. The volume change (void ratio) curves quickly settle into a shakedown state after a few cycles with repeating stressratio versus shear-strain loops. When turning to stress-dilatancy evolution, a shift of the energy dissipation curves from right to left is observed as the sand becomes looser over the cycles. In fact, in subsequent cycles, there are hardly any changes in dilatancy and fabric so that a shakedown condition is quickly achieved. More precisely, if one was to integrate dilatancy rates along the unloading branch of the energy curve, the volume change would sensibly nullify the value obtained by integrating along the reloading branch of the curve [ Fig.  7(b) ].
Finally, when the fabric is stronger in the vertical direction, say ⍀ 0 = 1.33 (i.e., 1.2/0.9), net dilation instead of compaction occurs with an ensuing decrease in stress ratio in each strain cycle, as shown in Figs. 8(a and b) , the energy dissipation curves show a decreasing maximum rate of dilatancy with the number of cycles. After a while, a shakedown condition is reached when the net volume change during an entire loop is zero. Fig. 9 summarizes the results obtained for different initial fabric ratios. Both the initial and final states are plotted so that the evolution over the cycles can be appreciated. At ultimate states, the fabric orientation has not changed as the principal directions of fabric F are coaxial with principal stresses. It is generally observed that for initial fabric ratios ⍀ 0 <1, both large void ratio and principal fabric ratio are bound to occur. However, there exists an initial fabric ratio approximately equal to 1.02 below and above which the final state is reached by contraction and dilation, respectively. In other words, given a strain amplitude and an initial fabric orientation, there exists a particular metastable microstructure for which the void ratio reached at shakedown is the same as the initial void ratio.
The prediction of net dilation as opposed to net densification for the case of the strongest fabric in the vertical direction is in line with experimental observations made by Mulilis et al. (1977) in their studies on the variability of specimen preparation on the undrained cyclic response of sand. It was found that if the sand specimen was pluviated by moist tamping, producing most contact normals between particles in the vertical direction, the rate of excess water pressure generation in undrained cyclic loading was limited. Hence, this means that in drained conditions, the sand skeleton would have a tendency to dilate. Overall, the trends observed in the numerical simulations corroborate with some of the experimental observations made on the liquefaction and fabric of sand by Nemat-Nasser and Takahashi (1984) .
Fabric Orientation
It is interesting to next examine the effect of initial fabric orientation 0 at a fixed initial principal fabric ratio, herein chosen to be ⍀ 0 = 1.33. Also, all the other modeling conditions are the same, while 0 is made to vary from 0Њ to 90Њ in increments of 30Њ. Turning to Figs. 10(a and b) , for the case of 0 = 30Њ, which corresponds to a strong fabric in the axial direction, one finds the net volume dilation characterized by a decrease in stress ratio. In every new cycle, the maximum dilatancy rate decreases with a shift of energy lines from right to left, as shown in Fig. 10(c) . While the stress ratio, volumetric, and dilatancy trends are basically the same in comparison to the case of 0 = 0Њ shown in Figs. 8(a-c) , the changes noted are however less dramatic. For example, the void ratio at shakedown for 0 = 30Њ is 0.695, while a value of 0.742 was obtained for 0 = 0Њ.
As the initial bedding angle becomes steeper (i.e., 0 = 60Њ), the component of the fabric strength in the axial direction is somewhat reduced and causes the sample to be more compressible in this direction as well. Therefore, overall volume compaction with an increase in maximum stress ratio is predicted by the model, as shown in Fig. 11 . The evolution of the energy curves in Fig. 11(c) is self-explanatory. Finally, for the case 0 = 90Њ corresponding to a vertical bedding plane, the model predicts a large initial densification that slowly stabilizes into a shakedown condition. The maximum stress ratio correspondingly increases over the cycles [ Fig. 12(a) ]. It is noted that this initial fabric configuration yields the maximum densification that can be obtained for the given strain amplitude. Fig. 13 shows the evolution of void ratio to its final value with respect to fabric orientation. The further away the initial fabric orientation is from the vertical direction, the more fabric orientation changes will occur. Also, the same conclusion as in Fig. 9 can be drawn in terms of the existence of a metastable microstructure for which the shakedown void ratio coincides with the initial one. This metastable microstructure is different from the one found in Fig. 9 since the initial fabric orientations are not the same.
Effect of Strain Amplitude
The effect of shear strain amplitude on the cyclic response of sand, in particular, volumetric changes, are investigated next. This is of particular interest to soil-structure problems in which a retaining wall imparts slow strain cycles to the granular backfill, as extensively discussed in England et al. (1997) . In the following simulations, different shear strain amplitudes, namely Ϯ1, 2, 3, 5, and 10%, are applied to an Ottawa sand specimen with the initial conditions kept constant, i.e., 3 = 200 kPa, e 0 = 0.65, ⍀ 0 = 1.33, and 0 = 30Њ. Fig. 14(a) shows that the void ratio evolution cycle-by-cycle is dependent on the shear strain amplitude. For small shear strain amplitudes of Ϯ1 and 2%, net contraction is predicted as the sand densifies to a final state corresponding to shakedown conditions. On the contrary, when the shear strain amplitude is >Ϯ2%, net dilation occurs until the sand finally set- tles into shakedown conditions. It is interesting to observe that the smaller the shear strain amplitude, the smaller the void ratio at shakedown. Theoretically, the sand can reach its absolute densest state if it is cyclically loaded at an infinitesimally small shear strain amplitude. This is supported by experimental observations reported by Nemat-Nasser and Shokooh (1979) .
When joining all shakedown deformation states in Fig.  14(a) , an envelope with a sump being the absolute densest possible state at which the sand can be is obtained. This state is denser than the minimum void ratio determined from ASTM standards. In fact, the model gives a void ratio of 0.3, which is well below the ASTM minimum void ratio (e min = 0.52), mainly due to the promotion of fabric changes in cyclic load- ing, especially at small strain amplitude. The void ratio value of 0.3 appears to be unrealistically low because both elastic and plastic deformations are considered no matter how small the strains are. This can be rectified by having a purely elastic deformation range in which shear-induced contraction will not take place, hence volumetric strains will be limited and bounded at small strains. For completeness, Fig. 14(b) shows the stress-strain loops as they narrow down with decreasing shear strain amplitude. Fig. 15 shows different envelopes calculated for various initial fabrics and void ratios. These results indicate that, for a given initial fabric, the same envelope of all shakedown states is obtained independent of the initial void ratio. However, a lower envelope is calculated for the case where the initial principal fabric ratio ⍀ 0 is 1.0. It is expected that a family of envelopes all having the same sump (densest state) will be obtained for different initial fabrics.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper highlights the importance of stress dilatancy and its microstructural dependence on the cyclic behavior of sand. A stress dililatancy equation has been presented within the framework of micromechanics and thereafter extended so as to describe dilatancy changes during cyclic loading. The dilatancy model when embedded into a hypoplasticity constitutive law is used to simulate the cyclic drained response of Ottawa sand in triaxial stress conditions. Depending on the initial fabric, either net dilation or contraction was obtained with the same initial void ratio and confining pressure. The model can capture the achievement of an ultimate stable state corresponding to shakedown due to a proper calculation of dilatancy changes cycle-by-cycle. Aside from the initial fabric, the applied shear amplitude considerably affects the cyclic response of sand. It is found that there exists an absolute minimum void ratio corresponding to the densest possible state for a given sand that can be reached by applying an infinitesimally small shear strain amplitude to it. This phenomenon needs to be investigated further as it may have serious repercussions on the understanding of soil-structure interaction problems that involve slow and minute cyclic deformations in drained conditions.
APPENDIX. AVERAGE RELATIVE TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT AND CONTACT FORCE
It is possible to compute the average relative tangential displacement and contact force for the REV given the distribution of grain contacts and sliding ones represented by second-order tensors ⌿ and ⍀, respectively. Introducing as the number s n c0 of sliding contacts in the REV, R the radius of each grain, and n a normal vector oriented in space, one defines
